
D
rift diving is, at some point, an 
experience that the majority of divers 
will encounter in their adventures, 
whether that be in the UK or on a 
tropical reef in the Caribbean. Enter the 

PADI Drift Diver course, aimed at educating divers in 
how to go with the flow and let the ocean currents do 
the work for you, as you glide effortlessly and safely 
along while relaxing and enjoying the scenery.

I had planned to head up to Anglesey for a long 
weekend with faithful ‘dive parents’ Nick and Caroline 
for a few dives in the Menai Straits, but with the 
last-minute deluge of lousy weather that hit Britain, we 
decided to call it off and change the plan. With me still 
being a relatively new diver, the main concern was, of 
course, safety, so it was agreed the best idea was to 
teach me the skills for this Specialty (such as using a 
reel and SMB) in confined water conditions and, once 
the weather improved, I would get myself in the sea 
and put my training to the test.

As we arrived at Eccleston Delph and began to kit 
up, Nick talked me and instructor Andy through the 
plan for the day’s diving. Dive one, we were to descend 
down to roughly 10m, adjust the reel and then ‘self 
propel’ ourselves to the other end, all the time sticking 
close together and following a compass heading 
towards our destination, which in this case was 
Caroline and the van at the other end of the quarry.

Following a giant stride entry into the water, Andy 
and I started our descent to 10m. I found that trying to 
hold onto a reel with a Surface Marker Buoy (SMB) 
attached to it as well as trying to adjust your buoyancy 
with your BCD and drysuit was not the easiest task at 
all, and that was without current!

During the dive it was key that I maintained 
excellent buddy contact with Andy and demonstrated 
that I could handle the reel as well as achieving neutral 
buoyancy and good trim to avoid contact and thus 
damaging the environment.

Dive two was a continuation of the skills used in the 

PADI say… 
The PADI Drift Diver Specialty course introduces you to the coolest magic carpet ride you’ll ever 
experience. This course shows you how to enjoy rivers and ocean currents by “going with the flow,” 
staying with your dive partner, communicating with the dive boat and knowing where you are the 
whole time.

For more information about the PADI Drift Diver course, visit www.padi.com
or contact your local PADI dive shop or resort.

first dive, with me showing good 
buoyancy, contact with my buddy 
and streamlining my equipment 
efficiently.

With all dives complete it was time 
once again to leave Eccy Delph and 
head back to Manchester for a 
well-deserved beer. Admittedly, I had 
not completed a ‘proper’ drift dive 
but I had, importantly, acquired all 
the skills necessary to make me a 
safer diver when I do get myself into a 
current. So, in retrospect, really I 
should have called this article 
‘Self-Propelled Drift Diving!’. n

NB: Matt’s continued PADI education 
has been supported by Frogfish 
Photography, PADI EMEA, Mares, 
DiveLife, Suunto and Fourth Element.
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